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feedback an antiantimmantlantima madeirization
compound
BY HENRY II11 SCHAAFSMA

the goal of second languageteachlanguage teach-
ing

as much repetitive feedbacfeedback as poss-
ibleis that of giving the students the term feedback is one

mastery of a skillskil but the compli-
cations

borrowed from cybernetics and as
arise when we realize that applied to second language teaching

the particular skill which we wish stands for a form of negative or
to pass on is a social skill and positive reinforcement
as such differs from other learning any educational attempt should be
both skill and contentten at many points one of regular progression toward

a known goal it seems important
henry MN schaafsma is assistant that the goal in second language

professor in the department of teaching also be stratified so that
english as a second language at levels of accomplishment can behe
the univ of hawaii he was a talked of the major goal of acceptable
lecturer in eng and directorcodirectorco speaking reading and writing is just
of the languages institute me-
iji

too allailali fired immense the attainmentgakuingaduin univ japan and was of these level goals is the effect ofa lecturer in contemporary eng a chain of planned theatt univ of leeds england he movements
is the author of english con-
versation

classroom possibilities of feedback
thru pattern practice

you
current

too
american

can speak
english

english
as well

and CONCONTENTST E N T Sas numerous articles on language feedback an anti
and languageteachinglanguage teaching madeirizationmadenade i r i za t i on compound

by henry M schaafsmathere is one very important part page I11

of second language teaching in a using the personal pronoun

classroom situation of which the tea-
cher

V as a compound subject
must if he yearns for success by G pang and D chu page 3

have a complete knowledge since the consonant L in initial
we areaarelare by any methodics teaching and final positions
a skillXILI r the judgment of progress by mrs maybeliemaybellemaybe lielleile chong page 5or nonnonprogressprogressrogressbogress is of the essential
to ignore it for even a short time sentence expansion for the

elementary levelis to invite classroom inadeirizationmadeirization
and almost surely to court com-
plete

by alice brimhall page 6

failure the teacher must reg-
ulate

english word order
his teaching by feedbackfgedba& and

by alice C pack page 6devise every means possible to insure



2 TESL reporter
computation are threefoldthree fold with one system has been carried over to
tangental adherent second language teaching skill cen-

tered1 teacher to class and class to subjects require frequent feed-
backteacher signals if progress is to be

2 class to teacher and teacher reliably governed the teacher mustto class have feedback information from
3 pupil to pupil and teacher ob-

servation
class to clclassass if not from minute
to minute

4 reportage of outside class ex-
periencesperiences by pupils to teacher and skills
class we are in second language teaching

most important from a methods working with receptive and productive
view is the teacher since only he skills since this is the case the
knows what has to be taught how it feedback signals will take the form
should be taught the degree of learn-
ing

of overt responses either verbal or
which is required and the means nonverbal the responses may be

of attaining this he regulates his immediate or delayed
progression by the adjustment of his these verbal and nonverbal signals
pace according to the positive and on which we are so dependent are
negative feedback signals indeed a complicating factor since

though feedback is an important in teaching verbal skills our signals
factor in the teaching of both content are conditioned by the efficiency of
and skill sublectssubiectssubjects there is a dif-
ference

our teaching A vicious circle indeed
in its relative importance when we also realize that the verbal

as it applies to each discipline it signals during the teaching of recep-
tiveshould not be put forth that there are skills hearing and readingmustreadingread ing must

no elements of skill in content subjects be expressed in the idiom of the
history geography nor should it productive skills speaking and wri-

tingbe said that there is no content in the superior teacher depends at
skill subjects rather that skill or the beginning levels on nonverbalnon verbalverdal
content predominates depending on feedback signals though the feedback
which type of learnlearningipg one is re-
ferring

information obtained from these sub-
consciousto motor responses is not the
reason for them the creation of thesemathematics signals themselves is a part of the

second language learning and totality of the language learning pro-
cessmathematics must be specially cate-

gorizedgorized as in both of these each productive skills monitor them-
selves in the classroom the creationprogressive step depends on an ac-

quired skill or skills the material of these skills is in the same way
is cumulative and must be mastered dependent on the receptive skills
logilogicallylogicalllogicalscallcaily and sequentially failure at verbal

the student produces in response to
stimulationany single step vitiates the remainder this is different fromquite nonalthough we can generally classify classroom wheremathematics and second language activity productive

skills are to a great extent dependentlearning together language presents on nonverbalnon verbal stimulation one ofone aspect not shared with mathe-
matics the for the secondproblemsthat is the medium of in-
struction

greatest
language student is thestrucstructiontio is also the material of the transferring
of skills mastered in the classroomclass we use language to teach to the outside world in the cases wherethis increases thelanguage impor-

tance they have not learned to respond toof structuring and the role of a nonverbal stimulusfeedback all classroom activities are subjectthe usual means of gathering feed-
back to feedback exposition and explana-

tioninformation is through exam-
inations

as well as practice and con-
solidationin predominately content solidation it is ofnooanoof no use to the tea-
chercentered subjects these satis-

factorily
may nor the student to press on iffactorily take place at long intervals

unfortunately a similar long interval cont on page 11
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feedback
cont from page 2

some point has not been mastered
by the majority even if a point has
been mastered by most some extra
activity must be designed for the
have not learnt minority failure to
provide this will cause the group
to continue to provide only negative
feedback to the detriment of all in-
volvedvolved even though we devise ways
to teach inductively teachers must
be sure that induction has taken place

failure also to control the practice
element as a resultaresultresuit of feedbackwouldfeedback would
mean overlearningover learning here and under
learning there this lack of control
never produces a fair user of the
language but as must be obvious
only a poor user the teacher must
know just how to teach well prepared
materials and just when to stop with
one form and pass on to the next

the complexity of teaching a social
skill places demands at every level
sound materials must be devised
by a marriage of methodics and lin-
guisticsguisticscs this material different for
each national learning group must
be taught under the control of feed-
back by well trained experienced
teachers only with these factors met
can we look for an optimum amount
of success
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(cont. from page 2)
some point has not been mastered
by the majority. Even if a point has
been mastered by most, some extra
activity must be designed far the
have-not-Iearnt minority. Failure to
provide this will cause the group
to continue to provide only negative
feedback to the detriment of all in
volved. Even though we devise ways
to teach inductively, teachers must
be sure that induction has taken place.

Failure also to control the practice
element as a -result of feedback would
mean overlearning here and under
learning there. This lack of control
never produces a fair user of the
language, but, as must be obvious,
only a poor user. The teacher must
know just how to teach well-prepared
materials, and. just when to stop with
one form and pass on to the next.

The complexity of teaching a social
skill places demands at every level.
Sound materials must be devised
by a marriage of methodics and lin
guistics. This material, different for
each national learning group, must
be taught under the control of feed
back by well-trained. experienced
teachers. Only with these factors met
can we look for an optimum amount
of success.
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